
FLEXERA ONE BENEFITS

Technology value optimization 
at your fingertips

Technology is evolving, and IT is taking note. 
Seventy-four percent of organizations listed 
digital transformation as their top priority in the 
Flexera 2022 Tech Spend Pulse report, followed 
by cybersecurity (73 percent) and cloud/cloud 
migration (65 percent). As more of your IT spend 
moves to SaaS and the cloud, it’s time to take 
a holistic approach to maximizing the value of 
your technology.

However, according to the Flexera 2022 State 
of ITAM Report, 74 percent of respondents are 
challenged finding ways to optimize software 

use. As top vendors like Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, 
IBM and VMware span on-premises, SaaS and the 
cloud, vendor negotiation for a single contract 
becomes even more complex. You can no longer 
afford to take a siloed approach to vendor spend 
if you expect to be negotiation ready. 

Flexera One enables your organization to evolve 
beyond traditional software spend to managing 
SaaS subscriptions and cloud spend. You gain 
additional capabilities, including SaaS management, 
a powerful policy engine and a modern user 
experience.   

Increase the return on your IT investments
Flexera One’s IT Visibility, IT Asset Management and Cloud optimization solutions 
help you gain more business value from every tech dollar you spend. 

IT Asset Management

• Software license optimization
• Hardware asset management
• SaaS management
• IT request and reclamation

IT Visibility

• Enrichment (EOL/EOS)
• Unified dashboard analytics
• Integration to IT business 
 systems
• Discovery and identification 
 engine

Technology insights built on Technopedia
Visibility   |   Normalization   |   Research   |   Integration   |   Automation   |   API

Cloud optimization

• Cloud cost assessment
• Cloud cost optimization
• Policy-based governance
• Cloud migration planning
• Workload placement

Technology Value Optimization

https://www.flexera.com/


Unprecedented visibility, unparalleled benefits
Gain improved user experience, an enhanced user interface, modern navigation and 
innovative capabilities like vendor workspaces. 

Benefit Flexera One

IT intelligence 250+ million technology data points on 4.9+ million hardware and software products 
from 100,000 manufacturers

Technology portfolio governance Manage technology lifecycle risks, identify redundant investments 
and rationalization opportunities

Unprecedented visibility View your IT estate with unified data discovery and identification, inventory 
and normalization

Visualizations and reporting More visual analytics, including unified technology spend and vendor workspaces 

Automatic feature delivery As available, enabling our customers to receive enhancements sooner than on-premises 

Administrative costs SaaS-based delivery reduces overhead for administration and upgrades 

User experience Modern UX, including consistent user interface across applications and 
intuitive visualizations 

Integrations More out-of-the-box integrations, including ServiceNow, AWS, Azure and Coupa 

Extensibility API libraries and additional capabilities to share valuable data with your IT ecosystem

Orchestration and automation Hundreds of out-of-the-box policies to take automated action 
(e.g., reclaim a SaaS license) with faster time to value 

Flexera SaaS
Management
is included in

Flexera One ITAM
conversions

SaaS cost optimization 
Governing and planning 
SaaS spend, identifying 

waste from unused SaaS
•

SaaS visibility
Enterprise-wide catalog 

of sanctioned and
unsanctioned SaaS

•
SaaS security

Identify and remediate
unauthorized access
to SaaS applications

and data

SQL Server
•

Windows Server
•

Linux Server

User, Features and 
Permissions licenses
Intuitive view across 

all SF.com orgs

Only Flexera SaaS Manager 
solves this challenge today

Tracks consumption based upon 
usage of contacts and messaging

Focus on the 
biggest SaaS spend 

Deep integration 
with Salesforce

Hybrid use rights 
Identify licenses eligible

for Azure Hybrid Use
Rights to save costs

Optimize more
strategic vendors
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ABOUT FLEXERA
Flexera delivers SaaS-based IT management solutions that enable 
enterprises to accelerate digital transformation and multiply the value
of their technology investments. We help organizations inform their IT 
with unparalleled visibility into complex hybrid ecosystems. And we
help them transform their IT with tools that deliver the actionable 
intelligence to effectively manage, govern and optimize their hybrid
IT estate.  

More than 50,000 customers subscribe to our technology value 
optimization solutions, delivered by 1,300+ passionate team
members worldwide. To learn more, visit flexera.com 

NEXT STEPS

Take advantage 
of our on-premises- 
to-Flexera One 
conversion offers

CONTACT US

Flexera One optimizes your licences and subscriptions

LICENSED SOFTWARE SAAS SUBSCRIPTIONS

Renewal reminders

Licenses at risk

Low available licenses

License expiration

Azure Hybrid Use Benefit

Missing inventory

Email alerts

Renewal reminders

Suspicious users

Inactive users

Unsanctioned spend

Redundant SaaS apps

O365 security alerts

User status changes

ServiceNow inactive approvers

Duplicate users

Leverage extensible automation and portfolio governance for hybrid IT optimization

Certified ILMT alternative 
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